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Abstract
Absolutism about mass claims that mass ratios obtain in virtue of absolute masses. Compar-
ativism denies this. Dasgupta (2013) argues for comparativism about mass, in the context
of Newtonian Gravity. Such an argument requires proving that comparativism is empiri-
cally adequate. Dasgupta equates this to showing that absolute masses are undetectable,
and attempts to do so. This paper develops an argument by Baker to the contrary: ab-
solute masses are in fact empirically meaningful, that is detectable (in some weak sense).
Additionally, it is argued that the requirement of empirical adequacy should not be cashed
out in terms of undetectability in the first place. The paper closes by sketching the possible
strategies that remain for the comparativist. Along the way a framework is developed that
is useful for thinking about these issues: Ozma games—how could one explain to an alien
civilisation what an absolute mass is?
Keywords—physical quantities - comparativism - absolutism - mass - Newtonian gravity -
detectability
1 Defining Absolutism & Comparativism
What does it mean for a physical determinable to be dimensionful? In order to start answering
this question, this paper evaluates the case study of mass, as it features within Newtonian
Gravity (NG). For simplicity, we will assume standard NG to comprise an ontology of n particles
in a flat (pace Knox [1]) Newtonian space and time, with an ideology1 of absolute distances,
velocities and finite, positive, non-zero masses, governed by Newton’s three laws and the Law of
Universal Gravitation2, and a principle of equivalence between inertial and gravitational mass3.
Dasgupta notices the following interesting aspect of the property of having mass:
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1Here I am using ‘ontology’ and ‘ideology’ in the Quinean sense [2]. Roughly, ontology refers to the (primitive)
objects, and ideology to their (primitive) properties.
2What laws the textbook equations exactly represent will be discussed in §6.2.
3In the context of NG, inertial and gravitational mass are usually merely empirically identified, but still
theoretically or conceptually distinguished. It would then be interesting to consider whether one could be an
absolutist—defined below—about inertial mass but a comparativist—defined below—about gravitational mass,
and vice versa. In this paper we will however follow the current literature in bracketing out such a possibility,
by considering only a single mass determinable.
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“The property of having mass is a determinable that appears to have two kinds of
determinates. On the one hand, we naturally think that something with mass has a
determinate intrinsic property, a property it has independently of its relationships
with other material bodies. But we also think that things with mass stand in various
determinate mass relationships with one another, such as x being more massive than
y or x being twice as massive as y.” [3, p.105]
It is the central aim of this paper to determine how these two determinates—mass relations
and absolute masses—relate, metaphysically speaking.
The standard formulation of NG seems to explicitly model the absolute4 mass of each par-
ticle, by a numerical value associated with that particle (where that value depends on the unit
chosen, say kilograms), rather than modeling only mass ratios between particles. This particle
is 1kg, that particle is 4kg, etc. Naive literalism about our physical theories seems to suggest
a metaphysical commitment to that absolute mass scale, and even a metaphysical priority of
those absolute masses over the mass ratios.
(Weak, Metaphysical) Absolutism: The determinate absolute masses ground the mass re-
lations.
I take the notion of ‘to ground’ to be synonymous with ‘to be true or to obtain in virtue
of’, ‘to be metaphysically prior to’ and ‘to explain’. In other words, according to absolutism,
the mass relations are explained by the more fundamental absolute masses. ‘Explain’ should
here not be understood in the causal sense, but in the metaphysical sense: P holds in virtue
of the metaphysical facts that make it count as P. Thus, a causal explanation of ‘Niels played
underwater hockey last Sunday evening’ would be that I had received an invite, that I saw on
YouTube how amazing this sport is5, that I biked to the swimming pool, etc. A metaphysical
explanation, on the other hand, should mention that what makes it count that Niels was playing
underwater hockey last Sunday evening. In this case that might be the combination of facts that
I was underwater, wearing a mask, in a team of six people, shooting pucks in the opponent’s
goal, etc.
Perhaps it is fair to say that absolutism is the received view. Lewisian Humean Superve-
nience, in particular, has taken this view on board by positing a spatiotemporal mosaic with
intrinsic masses (and charges) sprinkled onto it6. Roberts claims that absolutism surely is
the commonsense position [4]. Views that count as absolutism have been defended by Arm-
strong [16,17], Mundy [18] and Lewis [19].
That being said, there is also a strong opposing tradition. Mach’s operational definition of
mass has been highly influential (among physicists) [20]. He defined mass relations, specifically
mass ratios, (via acceleration ratios) and considered his work done; no need for a further
operational definition of absolute masses, let alone granting them metaphysical priority over
the mass ratios. We may call this comparativism about mass.
4Although Dasgupta takes it to be an essential feature of absolute masses that they are intrinsic, I side with
Roberts [4] (and Sider [5]) in taking the crucial distinction between absolute masses and mass relations to be that
the former are monadic properties, and the latter dyadic properties (i.e. binary relations). After all, regularity
comparativism [6] grounds absolute masses in a complete four-dimensional mosaic of spatiotemporal relations
and fundamental mass ratios, making them as extrinsic as they could possibly be, whilst leaving their monadicity
untouched. The Higgs mechanism for generating inertial masses in the Standard Model of Particle Physics seems
to similarly generate monadic masses that are nevertheless extrinsic, as the mass emerges from an interaction
with, or immersion in the Higgs field [7].
5It is! You should check it out online.
6But see [6, 8–15].
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(Weak, Metaphysical) Comparativism: The determinate mass relations are not grounded
in determinate absolute masses.
(We will follow Mach in this paper by assuming that the relevant mass relationships7 are the
scale-independent ones (see Baker for a justification [21]), which under suitable constraints [22,
Ch.1&5] can be interpreted as mass ratios8.) Similarly, Field’s nominalist research programme,
as presented in Science without Numbers [23]9, was and is highly influential (among philoso-
phers), and has comparativism as a by-product: its fundamental nominalist predicates are a
betweenness and a congruence relation. Russell discussed it in his The Principles of Mathemat-
ics [25]. Ellis defended it in 1966 [26]. It was central to Bigelow, Pargetter & Armstrong’s 1988
paper [27] (see also Bigelow & Pargetter’s book [28]). Arntzenius briefly touches upon the topic
in his Space, Time, and Stuff [29] in 2012, but it is not until 2013 that the terms ‘absolutism’
and ‘comparativism’ are coined by Dasgupta [3]—in a paper that will be the focal point of the
current paper. Eddon’s paper [30] in that same year cites Dasgupta’s paper but does not yet
adopt the terminology. Also of relevance is Perry’s PhD thesis on the metaphysics of physical
quantities [31]. The most recent defense of comparativism is a manuscript by Roberts [4].
Why would someone place (fundamental) importance only on mass ratios? For one thing,
the numerical values used to model masses in the standard formulation of NG are conventional.
That is because this modeling comprises not only a numerical value but also an arbitrary unit.
A unit is nothing but a relation in disguise. Often we choose the unit ‘kg’, which uses the
International Prototype of the Kilogram in Paris as the standard reference object10, but any
other reference object would do, in principle. A different choice of unit means that the masses
of each object are represented by a different numerical value. This arbitrariness should perhaps
not be surprising. Is there anything intrinsically ‘5-ish’ about (the mass of) a square object of
5kg in the same sense as there is something intrinsically ‘4ish’ about its shape (i.e. the number
of its corners)? No. After all, 5kg is equivalent to 11 pounds, whereas the property of having
4 corners is not equivalent to having a non-four number of ‘anythings’.
Note that comparativism is silent on the status of the absolute masses. It is often held in
conjunction with either the view that facts about (the quantities used to represent) absolute
masses hold in virtue of the mass relationships together with a convention, such as deciding to
refer to the mass of International Prototype of the Kilogram in Paris as 1 kg, or a view that
simply denies the existence or meaningfulness of absolute masses. It is important to realise
that these are claims that go beyond comparativism. For instance, elsewhere I discuss a view
that denies both of these two claims—the absolute masses are grounded in the mass relations
plus other non-conventional non-mass facts, namely a complete four-dimensional mosaic of
spatiotemporal relations—but is nevertheless a version of comparativism [6]11.
7 Strictly speaking, in first order logic, there is just one mass relation, and several instantiations of that single
relation. In this paper, as in most of the literature, when we talk about mass relationships, this is short for
several instantiations of this single mass relation. Why this makes sense will become more clear in §3, where I
will advocate defining absolute mass(es) and the mass ‘relation(s)’ using group theory.
8By this I do not mean to rule out nominalistic versions of comparativism—such as Field’s approach which
uses primitive congruence predicates as mass relations [23]—in favour of quantitative approaches—such as the
numerical mass ratios used by, for instance, Dasgupta. I merely intend to exclude relations such as, in quantitative
terms, ‘x is 2kg more massive than y’.
9See also his 1985 paper [24].
10On the 20th of May 2019 the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures will redefine the kg in terms of
natural constants.
11Although I end up arguing against this view, that is not because it is not a coherent comparativist view.
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If defined as above, weak comparativism is the denial of weak absolutism, which makes this
pair of views mutually exhaustive12. However, some of the literature tends to focus on stronger
versions, either implicitly or explicitly13. They do not only concern the relative metaphysical
priority/fundamentality of the two types of determinates, but also claim that the metaphysically
prior determinate is itself ungrounded.
Strong (Metaphysical) Absolutism:
1. Weak (Metaphysical) Absolutism
2. Primitivism14: Mass is fundamental (within the theory, i.e. Newtonian Gravity).
That is, the determinate absolute masses are not themselves grounded in anything
further (described within that same theory).
Strong (Metaphysical) Comparativism:
1. Weak (Metaphysical) Comparativism
2. Primitivism: Mass is fundamental (within the theory). That is, the determinate
mass relationships are not themselves grounded in anything further (described within
that same theory).
These two stronger definitions are not mutually exhaustive: both are inconsistent with a denial
of the second part, namely with the view that mass (both absolute masses and mass rela-
tionships) is not fundamental, not even within Newtonian Gravity. This third position within
the resulting trilemma may be called reductionism about mass15. Our discussion will touch
upon this position in §8.3—for more elaborate discussions against two types of reductionism
see refs. [6,34]. When mentioning absolutism/comparativism in this paper without any further
specification, the distinction between the weak and the strong metaphysical versions will either
be irrelevant, or it will be clear from the context that the weak metaphysical version is intended.
In §2 I develop a framework that is useful for thinking about absolutism–comparativism
debates—Ozma Games—which indicates that we need a more precise definition of mass ratios
12 That is if we assume the existence of mass ratios. It is an interesting question whether we truly need mass
ratios (within NG), or whether they are merely an artefact of our representation in terms of quantities. As far
as I am aware all of the comparativism literature assumes the existence of mass ratios, so we will do so as well
(for now).
13Dasgupta defines absolutism as “the view that the most fundamental facts about material bodies vis-a`-vis
their mass include facts about which intrinsic mass they posses” [3, p.105], and comparativism as “the view that
the most fundamental facts about material bodies vis-a`-vis their mass just concern how they are related in mass,
and all other facts about their mass hold in virtue of those relationships” [3, p.105-6]. As they stand, these
statements could be interpreted either in the weak sense or in, what I call below, the strong sense, depending
on whether ‘most fundamental’ is taken to be a statement about absolute fundamentality, or whether ‘most
fundamental vis-a`-vis their mass’ is read as being about relative fundamentality. Since Dasgupta also claims
that the absolutist believes that “intrinsic masses are fundamental” [3, p.105], he is best interpreted as explicitly
discussing the strong versions of absolutism and comparativism. However, nothing in the rest of his paper turns
out to hinge on considering the strong rather than the weak versions. In particular, none of the arguments gives
any reason to go beyond the weak versions. Hence, as explained in the text, I believe it best in general to focus
on the weak versions, especially since only they are mutually exhaustive.
14Dees calls this Quantity Primitivism, but in the current paper ‘quantity’ is a highly technical notion (§3),
distinct from my equally technical notion of ‘magnitude’, which is presumably what Dees had in mind [32]. I am
choosing for Primitivism rather than Magnitude Primitivism though, because in the case of strong comparativism
the primitivism refers not to the magnitudes but the ratios.
15An analogous distinction in the space debate is made in Martens [33].
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and especially of absolute masses (§3) in order to avoid a common confusion regarding what
exactly is at stake in this debate (§4). This finally allows me to introduce the main argument
in favour of comparativism in §5, its main premise being the claim that comparativism is
empirically adequate. By analogy with the substantivalism–relationalism debate, we may wish
to cash out this requirement in terms of 1) uniform mass scaling being a symmetry, 2) absolute
masses being undetectable, or 3) comparativism being able to reproduce the correct set of
empirically possible worlds. After outlining Dasgupta’s comparativist proposal in §6, I present
my interpretation of Dasgupta’s reasons for believing that, on this proposal, absolute masses
are undetectable, and his comparativism therefore empirically adequate (§7). The first result
of this paper is to develop an argument by Baker to show that absolute masses are empirically
meaningful, and thus detectable, albeit in a very weak sense §8. The second result (§9) is then
to show, mainly because this sense of detectability is so weak, that the requirement of empirical
adequacy should not be cashed out in terms of the undetectability of absolute masses, but
instead as comparativism’s ability to reproduce the correct set of empirically possible worlds
(which is developed elsewhere [22, Ch.3] [35]). I then translate these results back to the Ozma
Games framework in §10. Although these results provide a severe challenge for comparativism,
they do not by themselves conclusively rule in favour of absolutism. I sketch the remaining
strategies open to comparativism in §11.
2 Operationalising Mass: Ozma Games
A helpful framework for thinking about the debate between absolutism and comparativism
about mass is obtained by adapting Gardner’s Ozma problem for handedness [36]. Gardner
asks whether we could convey the meaning of ‘left(-handedness)’ to aliens, solely by sending
them a signal in morse code, without being allowed to ostensively refer to handed structures
on the night sky. Invoking, for instance, the fact that human hearts are on the left side of the
body will not be of any help, since this is contingent: for all we know the alien hearts are in
fact on the right side—the laws of nature allow it. The same applies to the right-handed twist
of our DNA helices, etc. This problem can easily be generalised to properties such as shape
and mass. Equivalently, we could send the aliens a 4-kg left-handed glove (with 5 fingers) and
enquire after its properties.
If we ask the aliens for the shape of the object, that is the number of fingers, no problems
arise. No comparativist position on (this aspect of) shape could even be formulated, and once
a numerical system—say the decimal system—is agreed upon there is also no ambiguity arising
from the way the number of fingers is represented. The answer is simply ‘5’.
A problem does seem to arise if we enquire after the absolute mass. We would not expect
the aliens to give the ‘correct’ answer, ‘4 kg’, when we inquire after the mass of the object. We
would expect something like ‘10,000 zorb’, where, so they explain after we communicate our
non-understanding of this answer, 1 zorb is the mass of their reference mass in their capital
city. It seems that there is no way of doing better at communicating the mass property than
by expressing it comparatively. That just seems to be what it is for a physical determinable
(such as mass) to be dimensionful. After all, there is nothing intrinsically ‘4-ish’ about the
glove or its mass, whereas there is something intrinsically ‘5-ish’ about it. This difference is
explained by the number of fingers of a glove being a 1) discrete and 2) dimensionless quantity;
this allows us to simply count the corners. Mass, at least in (the standard formulation of) NG,
is a continuous and dimensionful notion, hence the absolute mass of an object cannot simply be
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counted in the same way. Would a property that is only discrete but not dimensionless suffice to
provide said contrast with Newtonian mass? That depends. Take for instance electric charge,
which we believe to be quantised in quanta of 13e. The existence of this smallest quantum
removes the arbitrariness that a conventional unit such as kg has—although we are of course
still free to choose any unit we want, however ‘unnatural’—but does not imply that we can
count the electric charge of an individual object in the same sense in which we can count its
corners. This would be the case if all electrically charged particles ‘featured’ a discrete number
of quanta of 13e, in the same way as a glove features a discrete number of fingers. Current
theories tell us that this is not the case: the up quark, for instance, has a charge of 23e, but
this is not taken to mean that it carries 2 packages of electrical charge, just that it carries 1
package with a numerical (dimensionful) value that is twice as large as the minimum possible
value16. Similarly, a property that resembles mass only by being continuous but not by being
dimensionful would also fail to provide said contrast. An example would be (solid) angle. It
is true that representing an angle as a fraction of the maximally possible angle (in that space)
would make it somewhat objective (i.e. less conventional than the unit of mass), but an angle
of 5% of the maximal angle is still not ‘5-ish’ in the way that a glove is. It is thus indeed both
the discreteness and the dimensionlessness of the number of fingers of a glove that makes it
intrinsically ‘5-ish’ in a way that (particles with) properties that lack either of these features—
such as absolute mass which lacks both—are not.
This story illustrates in a more vivid way the point hinted at in the previous section, that
there is nothing intrinsically ‘4-ish’ about the (mass of the) glove. The numerical values associ-
ated with the absolute masses are not unique, but unit-dependent, and therefore conventional.
And if absolute masses are to be real let alone (relatively) fundamental, it seems to be a nec-
essary condition for their values to be well-defined (i.e. unique).
Even if one could overcome this worry by somehow arguing for a privileged unit of mass,
there is an explanatory worry about the numerical values of the mass in that fundamental unit.
Field [23] points out that physical theories should provide an explanation without appeal to
extraneous, causally irrelevant entities17,18. (Platonic) numbers are such causally inert entities.
If, as at first blush appears to be the case, we need to invoke some real numbers
like 6.67 × 10−11 (the gravitational constant in m3/kg−1/s−2) in our explanation
of why the moon follows the path that it does, it isn’t because we think that that
real number plays a role as a cause of the moon’s moving that way; it plays a
very different role in the explanation than electrons play in the explanation of the
working of electric devices. The role it plays is as an entity extrinsic to the process
to be explained, an entity related to the process to be explained only by a function
(a rather arbitrarily chosen function at that). Surely then it would be illuminating
if we could show that a purely intrinsic explanation of the process was possible,
16Perhaps distance (or time) as it features in theories of discrete spacetime such as causal set theory [37]
would be a more interesting example. In this case, spatial (or temporal) extension boils down to counting the
spacetime atoms. However, in such a case it is questionable whether distance (or time) is still truly a dimensionful
determinable.
17Arntzenius and Dorr echo this thought [29, Ch.8].
18One might argue that the comparativist faces that same objection: a relation such as ‘x is twice as massive
as y’ refers indirectly to the platonic number two. This is true for the quantitative approach to comparativism
of, for instance, Bigelow & Pargetter [27] and Dasgupta [3], but not for congruence-based comparativism, as
advocated famously by Field himself [23]. In the next section we will see that the same type of solution exists
for the absolutist.
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an explanation that did not invoke functions to extrinsic and causally irrelevant
entities. [23, p.43]
Additionally, there would be an epistemological worry: we would neither have direct access
to, nor acquaintance with, those ‘absolute mass values’ associated with this privileged unit,
whereas we do have relatively direct access to shape via touch or almost directly via sight.
What would it mean to ‘see a mass’? It is not as if a number appears on our visual image
whenever we look at a massive object.
It thus seems that the best we could do, when trying to convey the concept of mass to aliens,
is to convey the mass ratios, for instance, but not necessarily, by relating it to a proto-mass in
their or our capital city. The Ozma Mass Problem seems to suggest that comparativism about
mass is true.
3 Magnitudes vs. Quantities
This conclusion is premature. These worries derive from failing to distinguish between phys-
ical magnitudes and the numerical quantities used to represent them19,20—a failure that will
keep recurring in the remainder of this paper, as I believe it to be one of the crucial confu-
sions that misdirects many authors towards comparativism. The absolutist is committed to
the magnitudes (grounding the mass relations), not the quantities. Compare this again with
shape: that a certain function from the corners of a polygon to R+ gives us, say, the number
5, is a mathematical fact about that object (plus that function) but does not imply that there
is a (fundamental) Platonic numerical value (quantity) or even magnitude (as defined below)
attached to that object. Absolutism merely claims that there are brute absolute mass magni-
tudes (which ground the mass relations), where I define physical magnitudes as (meta)physical
properties which mirror some of the structure of R+ without in fact being a Platonistic version
of the numerals in R+ or a mapping to those numerals, that is without in fact being quantities.
Magnitudes are thus the continuous version of the number of corners of a polygon-shaped ob-
ject. That they can be represented by quantities in a multitude of ways stems from the mere
fact that multiplying R+ by an overall scalar is a non-trivial automorphism.
More precisely, I define physical magnitudes as follows. The determinate physical mag-
nitudes falling under one physical determinable comprise a set of monadic properties with
cardinality 2ℵ0 . On the elements of this set we place two21 structures: 1) a total order, and 2)
an associative concatenation structure which is to be interpreted as addition—it fixes where the
sum of several magnitudes ‘fits into the total order’22. In the case of mass, the first structure
19Perhaps this failure to distinguish magnitudes and quantities is sufficient to undermine what Dasgupta calls
‘The Objection from Kilograms’ [3, §5] (which is, in contrast to the worries discussed in the previous section of
this paper, seen as an objection against comparativism).
20Hall similarly points out that physical determinates, such as absolute mass, are not linguistic entities but
(monadic or polyadic) magnitudes [8].
21One may wonder whether we also need multiplicative structure, as the gravitational force depends on the
product of two masses (and in order to define the Active Leibniz Mass Scaling defined below). One response
would be to argue that this structure is part of the laws and not the masses, although it could be retorted that we
could make the same move for all the structure that we do attribute to masses here (cf. Dees [32]). Fortunately,
in standard NG we need not worry about products of masses, since we have assumed an equivalence principle
between empirical and inertial mass, such that the final equation that governs the dynamics, a = Gm/r2, does
not contain any product of masses.
22The abovementioned constraints on mass relations required to prove the representation theorem are exactly
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is associated (operationally speaking) with comparing the masses of two objects by putting
one massive object on each scale of a balance. Adding the second structure corresponds to
adding several massive objects on each scale of the balance. In the case of electric charge these
structures generate a totally ordered group, since electric charge can be neutral or negative,
thereby providing an identity element and an inverse for every element in the set. In the case
of mass this generates a totally ordered semi-group. It does not form a totally ordered group
since there is no inverse (no negative masses) and no identity element (no zero mass, at least
not in NG).
As it stands, these structures render all absolute masses qualitatively identical23. Then, in
order for the laws to know in each possible world which determinate magnitude they are ‘latching
onto’, the determinate magnitudes need to be endowed with non-qualitative, transworld iden-
tities (i.e. these identities are required for the forces to be well-defined, in the sense of uniquely
matching up instances of initial conditions, including masses, with, say, accelerations)—more on
this in Section 9. In the case of strong absolutism these identities will be primitive; in the case
of weak absolutism these transworld identities will presumably be reducible to the transworld
identities of the properties to which the absolute masses reduce. (Primitive) non-qualitative,
transworld identity of properties is usually referred to as quidditism, but it is often ambigu-
ous whether quidditism is supposed to refer to transworld identities of the determinates or the
determinables, so we will specify the current view as determinate quidditism or quidditism
about absolute mass determinates24.
Perhaps surprisingly, the mass ratios of the comparativist have a similar structure. They
also consist in a set of determinate properties, again with cardinality 2ℵ0 . These properties
are however binary relations, rather than monadic properties. These deteminate properties
are again 1) totally ordered, and 2) obey an associative concatenation structure, but this con-
catenation structure is to be interpreted as multiplication25. It includes the relation ‘... is as
massive as ...’—or in quantitative terms ‘... stands in a 1:1 mass ratio to ...’—which forms
the identity element, and also includes an inverse for every mass ratio. Hence, the mass ratios
form a totally ordered group. As with absolute masses, the comparativist mass ratios need to
be endowed with non-qualitative, transworld identities, in order for the laws to know in each
possible world which determinate mass relation they are ‘latching onto’.26
In order to be a realist about absolute masses in Newtonian Gravity we should thus be
aware that a mathematical theory representing magnitudes necessarily has to choose one of the
the constraints that ensure that the mass relations can be represented by monadic properties with these two
structures.
23It is for this reason that kinematic comparativism, as defined in the next section, is true.
24Insofar as determinables are grounded in determinates, it would only be a small leap to argue from determi-
nate quidditism to transworld identities of determinables.
25These structures correspond nicely to Weyl’s operational definition of (inertial) mass [38,39].
26The easiest way to see this is by realising that there is no qualitative distinction between a first set of binary
relations that obey these structures, and a second set obtained from the first by squaring each relation—call this
a Leibniz Mass Ratio Squaring. (I would like to thank Zee Perry for pointing this out to me.) Note that it is for
this same reason that the mass ratio structure, as defined in the text, does not fix a sum over mass ratios—as
this would not be invariant under a Leibniz Squaring. Although a structure that defines such a sum is usually
implicitly assumed for the rational numbers, i.e. quantities, it is not yet fixed for the much sparser concept of
mass ratios defined in the text. Such a sum over mass ratios would require extra structure [35]. Here we see yet
another reason why it is dangerous to confuse numerical quantities with the absolute magnitudes or mass ratios
that they represent. Moreover, focusing on magnitudes and mass ratios with their sparse structure rather than
numerical quantities with their rich structure is in line with the desideratum of metaphysical parsimony that is
central to the debate between absolutism and comparativism (cf. §5) [35].
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conventional homomorphisms of R+, the set of quantities, onto those magnitudes, but it is the
magnitude and not the quantity that one should be realist about.27 Realising this confusion
dissolves the worries raised at the end of the previous section.
In summary, the absolutism-comparativism debate concerns magnitudes and relations (which
are related in a many-to-one fashion), and not quantities and relations. Unfortunately magni-
tudes need to be represented by quantities, which are related to magnitudes in a many-to-one
fashion. (Conversely, if a single set of quantities is chosen (in a way that is consistent with a
set of mass ratios), this also still leaves open many different sets of absolute magnitudes that
those quantities may be mapped to.) I believe, as we will see, that it is this double (or even
triple) many-to-one relation that wrongly guides some authors towards comparativism about
mass.28
4 Kinematic & Dynamic Comparativism
The representational redundancy—of quantities when representing magnitudes—that was ex-
posed in the previous section stems from some epistemological cousin of (metaphysical) com-
parativism being trivially true.
Consider first the analogous substantivalism–relationalism debate about the metaphysics of
space(time). Leibnizian relationalists often point out that distances and velocities can only be
described or expressed, non-dynamically, by refering to some material reference body. Being
told the position of your car with respect to the ‘centre of the universe’ or the spatial point
labelled ‘Tushar’ is not going to help you find it. Let us call this kinematic relationalism.29
An analogous story applies to our case. Mass is a dimensionful determinable. As such, the
following epistemological cousin of comparativism is true of it:
Kinematic Comparativism:30 For any dimensionful determinable, such as mass, the mag-
nitude predicated of any particle can only be reported or expressed, non-dynamically, in
terms of how this magnitude relates to the magnitude of another particle having the same
determinable property.
In fact, we should take it not merely as a feature but as a definition of the dimensionfulness of
a determinable that it is kinematically comparative. Only dimensionless determinables, such
as the number of fingers of a glove, can be expressed in a more direct way. We might call them
kinematically absolute.
It is because at the kinematic level mass is comparative that on the representational level it
must be represented by a quantity times a unit. A unit is thus merely a relation—to a standard
27cf. [5, §3.2].
28See, for instance, Roberts [4, §5].
29I adapt this terminology (as well as ‘dynamic relationalism’, see main text) from Huggett [40], who uses
the term ‘kinematic relativity’. However, 1) the notion of relativity is easily confused—in the context of the
philosophy of space—with Einstein’s notion of the relativity of simultaneity, and 2) kinematic relativity is the
epistemological or kinematic version of Leibnizian (metaphysical) relationalism, making ‘kinematic relationalism’
the more obvious choice.
30The distinction bewteen kinematic comparativism and dynamic comparativism (see main text) is not only
analogous to Huggett’s distinction (cf. fn.29), but also closely related to Van Cleve’s ‘existentially relational’ vs.
‘referentially relational’ properties [41, p.209] (which echoes Brentano’s distinction between the Relativ and the
Relativlich [42, p.272] [41, p.209]) and Bennett’s ‘reference by telling’ vs. ‘reference by showing’ (which is relevant
for the Ozma games discussed in the main text) [43] [44, p.132] [45, p.15].
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reference body (pace Dasgupta [46])—in disguise. This in turn necessitates a conventional
choice of the specific unit (i.e. an arbitrarily deisgnated reference body that is represented by
the quantity 1), which introduces representational redundancy. But does this redundancy at
the representational level have any implications for the redundancy of absolute masses at the
metaphysical level (or at least for their metaphysical priority over mass ratios)?
A naive argument that directly infers metaphysical comparativism from kinematic compar-
ativism goes as follows: if we can only express mass ratios and not (non-conventional) absolute
masses, then that must be because there simply are only mass ratios.31 That this argument
is invalid is most easily seen by returning to our anology with the spatiotemporal debate.32
Substantivalists have to agree with kinematic relationalism: when reporting the location of
one’s car one needs to relate it to other material objects, as it cannot be meaningfully reported
by relating it to the centre of substantival space. But they insist that it does not follow that
physics, that is the evolution of these relational notions, depends only on these relational dis-
tances (and higher-order time-derivatives) (i.e. dynamic relationalism)—a fortiori it does not
follow that metaphysical relationalism is true. An independent argument is needed for dy-
namic relationalism, and (the mere (prima facie) possibility of) Newton’s bucket and globes33
reveal(s) exactly this logical and physical gap between kinematic and dynamic relationalism.
Even though we can meaningfully express the location (and acceleration) of the water only with
respect to the bucket (or other material objects, but not with respect to absolute space), its
subsequent behaviour could be construed as nevertheless depending on its rotation with respect
to substantival space (pace Barbour [49]).
Define the analogue of dynamic relationalism as follows:
Dynamic Comparativism: Physics depends only on the mass ratios, not on further absolute
masses grounding those ratios. In other words, metaphysical comparativism is empirically
adequate.
What we mean by ‘empirically adequate’ will have to be made more precise in the remainder
of this paper, but an intuitive understanding suffices to see that the mere fact that masses
need to be expressed via comparisons does not mean that physics does not depend on the
absolute masses over and above the mass comparisons. Kinematic comparativism does not imply
dynamic comparativism (and therefore a fortiori does not imply metaphysical comparativism),
just as kinematic relationalism does not imply dynamic relationalism. An independent argument
would be needed for dynamic comparativism, and it is the main aim of this paper to show that
that argument does not exist in the context of Newtonian Gravity.
5 The Argument for Comparativism
In this section I will present the general schema for the comparativist argument. The subse-
quent two sections will reconstruct Dasgupta’s specific comparativist proposal and his specific
interpretation of the general schema for the comparativist argument. Dasgupta’s approach is
then criticised in two further sections.
31It seems that Mach had something like this in mind [34], and that Roberts is invoking something like
this [4, p.4,12].
32Zanstra [47] suggests that Berkeley, Aristotle and Copernicus seem to make the invalid argument of inferring
(metaphysical) relationalism from kinematic relationalism. At the very least they are confusing the two notions.
33In Newton’s Scholium to the Definintions in his Principia [48].
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An argument for the empirical adequacy of metaphysical comparativism is what the compar-
ativist needs. But even if this can be found, metaphysical absolutism would still be consistent
with the empirical adequacy of comparativism. After all, the absolutist does not deny the
reality of mass ratios, only their (relative) fundamentality. It would be true though that in
that case the absolute masses would be metaphysically redundant (over and above the mass
ratios). A comparativist who is motivated by metaphysical parsimony may then invoke some
Occamist norm that urges us to get rid of such redundant properties (i.e. Occam’s Razor). The
comparativist’s problem with their opponent is thus, in general, not that they believe that the
absolutist position is incoherent34 or inconsistent, but just that their commitment to absolute
masses grounding mass ratios is unnecessary and on top of that unnecessarily ‘expensive’ (meta-
physically speaking). In analogy with the Occamist arguments that are usually invoked against
absolute velocities in NG, the general schema for the comparativist argument that seems preva-
lent in the literature is then:
Pdyn Dynamic Comparativism: (Metaphysical) comparativism is
empirically adequate.
Pocc-par Occamist norm: All other things being equal (i.e. Pdyn
35—
assuming the empirical adequacy of absolutism36), we should favour
theories that are metaphysically more parsimonious.
Ppar (Metaphysical) comparativism about mass is metaphysically more
parsimonious than (metaphysical) absolutism.
C (Metaphysical) comparativism about mass is favoured over (meta-
physical) absolutism.
5.1 Three Approaches to Empirical Adequacy
It will once again prove fruitful to model our discussion of the empirical adequacy of compar-
ativism on the template provided by the analogous debate about the metaphysics of space.
Three popular approaches to interpreting arguments in favour or against empirical adequacy
dominate the literature. It is generally accepted that Static and Kinematic Leibniz Shifts, if
doing anything at all, provide a challenge for the substantivalist, whereas Rotational Dynamic
Leibniz Shifts (i.e. Newton’s bucket experiment and globes thought experiment) threaten the
empirical adequacy of relationalism.
On the first approach, the symmetry approach, the former two Leibniz shifts are inter-
preted as symmetries of Newtonian Gravity, whereas the latter is not. The Occamist norm
is then explicated as a direct symmetry-to-(un)reality inference, for instance via Saunders’
Invariance Principle: “only quantities37 invariant under exact symmetries are real” [50, p.1-2].
On the second approach, the undetectability approach, the first two types of shifts are
interpreted as exposing the undetectability of absolute positions and velocities, whereas the
34Unless one combines comparativism—specifically a version that is anti-realist about absolute masses (see
Section 9)—with a verification theory of meaning.
35As argued elsewhere [22, §1.2.3], this argument is not valid. For all other things to be equal we presumably
also need to check whether comparativism (at least) equals absolutism when it comes to explanatory power and
other relevant extra-empirical criteria. In this paper I question the soundness of this argument.
36In the domain of applicability of the theory.
37‘Quantities’ is used more colloquially by Saunders than the technical definition in the current paper.
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Rotational Dynamic Leibniz Shift reveals the detectability of absolute rotational accelerations.
The Occamist norm should then be interpreted as a razor for undetectable notions.
The third approach, the possibility checking approach [51–53], checks whether the the-
ory generates the correct set of empirically possible worlds (or at the very least includes a pos-
sible world that is empirically equivalent to the actual world). From each relationalist world,
uncountably many metaphysically distinct substantival worlds can be generated via the three
types of Leibniz Shifts. Ideally, there should be at least one metaphysically distinct possible
world associated with each empirically distinct possible world allowed by (substantivalist) New-
tonian Gravity. If relationalism satisfies this criterion—which seems to be the case for worlds
related by the first two types of shift, but not the latter type of shift—but substantivalism
generates ‘too many’ metaphysical possibilities, an Occamist norm can then be invoked against
substantivalism.
The thought experiment central to the current debate is not whether it would make a
difference if God had placed all the matter in the universe 1 meter to the left, or boosted it
with 1 m/s, etc., but whether it would have made a difference if God had decided to, say,
double the absolute masses of all the particles in the universe. In other words, the relevant
transformation that threatens the empirical adequacy of comparativism is what we may call a
Leibniz Scaling :
(Active) Leibniz (Mass) Scaling: A uniform scalar multiplication38 of each of the absolute
mass magnitudes of all the particles, ceteris paribus (i.e. whilst keeping everything else
unchanged).
(What makes this transformation ‘active’ will be discussed below.) The threat to comparativism
that is the focus of this paper concerns the question of whether a Leibniz Scaling, which changes
only the absolute masses but leaves the mass relations and everything else invariant, produces
an empirical difference. If it does, and I will argue that it does, this suggests that comparativism
is not empirically adequate.
As in the space debate, there are three approaches to interpreting and responding to the
Leibniz Scaling argument against (or in favour of) the empirical adequacy of comparativism.
A comparativist using the symmetry approach will claim that Leibniz Scaling is a sym-
metry of Newtonian Gravity, and therefore, by the Invariance Principle, absolute masses are
not (objectively) real (and a fortiori not more fundamental than mass ratios). An absolutist
will deny that it is a symmetry.
On the undetectability approach, the empirical adequacy of comparativism is equated
to the absolute masses being undetectable over and above the mass relations.
The possibility checking approach explicates a sufficient condition for empirical ad-
equacy as comparativism’s ability to generate the correct set of empirically possible worlds.
From the previous section we now realise that the representation theorem between absolute
38Does it make sense to multiply magnitudes (rather than the quantities that represent them) by a scalar (Cian
Dorr, personal communication)? We could perhaps respond to this question by adding extra (multiplicative)
structure to the absolute masses, but it seems that that structure is not needed within Newtonian Gravity
(cf. fn. 21), and it would reduce the metaphysical parsimony. Alternatively, we could piggy-back on the structure
of the quantities: apply the scalar multiplication at the representational level and find out which new magnitudes
are now represented by the quantity that represented the old magnitudes. Dasgupta develops a mass-counterpart
theory that might be used for this purpose [3] (although this basically boils down to a passive Leibniz Scaling,
as defined below). If one feels that either of these options would be cheating, it also suffices for the purposes of
this paper to consider any automorphism that is not the identity.
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masses and mass relations is to be understood as being between magnitudes and relations, not
quantities and relations. To every metaphysically possible world corresponding to a structure of
mass relations, one would expect39 there to correspond (via active Leibniz scalings) uncountably
many possible ‘absolutist worlds’ with different absolute masses (understood as magnitudes)
that are all nevertheless compatible with the mass structure in the corresponding ‘comparativist
world’. (In turn, to each of these absolutist worlds there correspond (via passive Leibniz scal-
ings, see below) uncountably many representationally distinct possible worlds (also known as
models), all differing in the quantities assigned to the absolute masses, but we are not interested
in those sets of models.) Comparativism should provide at least one metaphysically distinct
(and dynamically allowed) possible world for each empirically distinct possible world allowed
by absolutism. If the metaphysically distinct worlds that comparativism acknowledges fail to
differentiate between those distinct empirical possibilities, then comparativism is wrong. If, on
the other hand, the set of all the metaphysically distinct possible worlds acknowledged and dy-
namically allowed by comparativism contains all the empirically distinct possible worlds (that
are dynamically allowed by absolutism), then we may opt for comparativism over absolutism
based on an Occamist norm.
Interestingly, whereas in the substantivalism–relationalism debate it is generally accepted40
that the Static and Kinematic Shift provide, if anything, a challenge for the substantivalist, and
the Rotational Dynamic Shift a challenge for the relationalist, in the mass debate this is not at
all the case. Comparativists believe that a Leibniz scaling has no empirical effect (i.e. Leibniz
Scalings are a symmetry/absolute masses are undetectable/Leibniz Scalings relate empirically
indistinct worlds) and thereby proves their view correct, whereas absolutists claim that it does
have empirical consequences and thus proves their view to be correct.
It is important to note that all three approaches centre around an active version of the
Leibniz scaling transformation. That is, we ask what happens when we change something out
there, that is, what happens when we change the magnitudes, which are part of the metaphysics.
Thus, we are not asking what happens if we instead apply the following transformation at the
level of representation:
Passive Leibniz (Mass) Scaling:41 A uniform scalar multiplication of each of the quantities
representing the absolute mass magnitudes of all the particles, ceteris paribus (i.e. whilst
keeping everything that is represented, including those magnitudes, unchanged).
This is just a change of unit. It is obvious that a change of unit, like a change of coordinates
in the space case, does not change anything in the real world (assuming we consistently change
all the other units, say of Newton’s constant, as well). It is just a human choice of applying
different labels.
We may wonder whether these three approaches should be considered as equivalent ap-
proaches to the active Leibniz Scaling argument against/in favour of the empirical adequacy
of comparativism, or whether they constitute three separate arguments, potentially even with
mutually inconsistent conclusions. In the space debate the three approaches seem to be used
interchangeably—except perhaps in the context of the Static Shift.
The notion of symmetries of physical theories and a justification of their associated symmetry-
to-(un)reality inference are notorious topics in the recent philosophy of physics literature, see
39Except, in a sense, in the case of regularity comparativism [6].
40Despite, ironically, Clarke having been the one to introduce the Static Shift [54, 55].
41This is closely related to Dasgupta’s mass-counterpart theory [3].
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for instance Dasgupta [56] and references therein, as well as Møller-Nielsen & Read [57]. In-
stead, I will focus on the undetectability approach, including the corresponding version of the
Occamist norm, to be developed and criticised below. I will argue that, to the extent that it is
distinct from the possibility checking approach, it is wrong. To the extent that it is equivalent
to the possibility checking approach, I suggest that we simply move to that more perspicuous
approach, as I have done elsewhere [22, Ch.3] [35].
6 Dasgupta’s Comparativism
6.1 Dasgupta’s Razor
Dasgupta, in Symmetry as an Epistemic Notion (Twice Over) [56], considers several reasons one
might have for believing that features such as absolute masses are redundant (over and above
mass ratios), and ultimately settles on an epistemic notion of redundancy, that is undetectability.
After first discussing non-epistemic inferences to the unreality of a feature based on that feature
either being subjective, or being redundant in the sense of making no difference, or being
arbitrary, or being explanatorily dispensable, etc., he concludes that none of these inferences
works. Dasgupta points out that we should never have expected these non-epistemic approaches
to work in the first place:
If we could see or detect [this feature, eg. absolute mass], we should believe that it is
real regardless of whether it is redundant in any of the above senses. So a necessary
condition on our reasonably believing that it is unreal is that we do not believe
that it is detectable. And from there one might argue that a necessary condition on
our reasonably believing that it is unreal is that we believe that it is undetectable.
If that is right then it is hard to see how any non-epistemic reconstruction of the
inference in terms of redundancy could work. [56, p.850]
In Absolutism vs Comparativism about Quantity [3], Dasgupta applies this reasoning to the
absolutism–comparativism debate. From both papers, we may reconstruct his undetectabil-
ity approach—to which he explicitly commits, despite often sliding between talk about unde-
tectability and about possibility checking—to the general schema for the comparativist argu-
ment, Dasgupta’s Razor:
Pdet Empirical adequacy: Absolute masses are undetectable (over and above the
mass ratios).
Pocc-det Occamist norm: All other things being equal, we should favour theories that do
not posit undetectable structure.
Cc The theory without undetectable absolute masses (i.e. metaphysical compara-
tivism) is favoured over the theory that does posit them (i.e. metaphysical abso-
lutism).
Dasgupta’s undetectability approach skips the link with metaphysical parsimony, and homes
in directly on undetectability as an epistemic vice. This would circumvent my criticisms against
the metaphysical parsimony of comparativism brought forward elsewhere [35]. But it is not di-
rectly clear that a theory that posits a feature that, despite being undetectable, provides an
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enormous overall gain in metaphysical parsimony or simplicity, should be disfavoured. Why
should the ‘all other things being equal’ clause not also range over metaphysical parsimony
and simplicity? In other words, if the Occamist norm is explicated directly in terms of unde-
tectability rather than metaphysical parsimony, we would expect an additional ‘metaphysical
parsimony adequacy’ premise. In fact, Dasgupta acknowledges42 as much:
It remains possible that dispensing with the feature yields a theory that has too
many other vices to warrant belief, such as being too inelegant or complex. In that
case, we would have empirical evidence of sorts that the feature is real, in the sense
that our all-things-considered best empirically confirmed theory implies that it is
real. But that is a situation in which all else is not equal. [56, p.854]
In other words, even if Dasgupta’s first quote in this section is right about the undetectability
of a feature such as absolute mass being a necessary condition for inference to the nonexistence
of that feature, it does not follow that undetectability is a sufficient condition.
However, I will not dwell on the validity of Dasgupta’s razor, since 1) one of my aims is to
argue that the first premise is, in some sense, false, 2) another aim is to point out that it is
wrong to equate comparativism with the view that necessarily denies that absolute masses are
detectable in that sense, and 3) the most important message is that the notion of undetectability
is ill-suited in the first place.
6.2 Dasgupta’s Comparativist Law
Since we are evaluating the truth of dynamic comparativism, we need to first say something
more about the dynamics, that is Dasgupta’s comparativist interpretation of Newton’s three
laws and the Law of Universal Gravitation. Newton’s first and third laws are the same in the
absolutist and comparativist framework. The second law is standardly written in the following
symbolic notation:
fq = mq · aq, (L0)
where I have added the subscripts to indicate that this formula is standardly interpreted as
relating the quantities f (force), m (mass) and a (acceleration).
How to interpret this law? On one interpretation this law governs absolute magnitudes of
mass, acceleration43 and force:
(L1) For any material thing x,
(a) For any reals r1 and r2, if x has mass r1M
[44] and acceleration r2A, then
x has force r1r2F acting on it.
(b) For any real r3, if x has force r3F acting on it, then there are reals r4 and r5
whose product is r3, such that x has mass r4M and acceleration r5A. [3, p.130]
42See also [3, p.133-4].
43Although I have taken the qualifier ‘absolute’ in ‘absolute masses’ to mean ‘monadic’ (cf. fn.4), for an
absolutist about mass these masses are also intrinsic, even though they will not necessarily be for a comparativist
who is a realist about absolute masses (eg. regularity comparativism [6]). In the case of acceleration magnitudes,
however, I take it that even an absolutist about those magnitudes will not (necessarily) hold that they are intrinsic,
since, according to the “at-at” theory, acceleration is reducible to the limit of velocity differences (which in turn
are reducible to a limit of differences in position), cf. §8.3.
44See fn.38.
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Dasgupta argues that if L1 is the correct interpretation of the law, then under a Leibniz
Mass Scaling—leaving the forces and the accelerations unchanged—the law will not obtain
anymore [3]. This should be surprising to the comparativist, since such a Leibniz scaling
is equivalent to the identity operation within their framework, and should thus not change
whether the law obtains—that is, it should not turn a solution into a non-solution. Under this
interpretation, the truth of this law then depends on absolute masses over and above mass
ratios. Dasgupta therefore argues that L0 should be interpreted instead as governing only
magnitude relations:
(L2) For any material things x and y [in the same world],
(a) For any reals r1 and r2, if x is r1 times as massive as y and is accelerating
at r2 times the rate of y, then x has r1r2 times as much force acting on it as y.
(b) For any real r3, if x has r3 times as much force acting on it than y, then
there are reals r4 and r5 whose product is r3, and such that x is r4 times as
massive as y and is accelerating r5 times the rate of y. [3, p.130-1]
If this law obtains in one world, then a Leibniz scaling creates a world in which this law also
obtains.
Dasgupta justifies this move by claiming that there is no empirical evidence that would
confirm L1 over his interpretation of the law L2. This justification is of no use, since it is
circular. We are looking for a formulation of the laws of NG such that they render the ab-
solute masses empirically redundant, that is undetectable. We thus can not assume from the
start that choosing this law would be empirically unproblematic. What seems to me to be
the implicit but incorrect justification behind the alternative interpretation of the law, luring
authors such as Dasgupta mistakenly towards comparativism, is kinematic comparativism and
the resulting many-to-one relation between quantities and the magnitudes they represent. We
will, for now, acquiesce and discuss Dasgupta’s analysis of the threat from Leibniz scaling via
his interpretation of the law.
Dasgupta does not discuss the actual force law that governs the determinable that we are
focusing on: mass. Presumably Newton’s law of gravitation could be similarly (re)interpreted
[22, §2.2]45. We will return to this surprising omission below.
7 Dasgupta: Absolute Masses are Undetectable
In this section I present (my interpretation of) Dasgupta’s set-up and analysis of ways in which
a Leibniz Mass Scaling may seem to threaten the empirical adequacy of comparativism. Apart
from some critical comments along the way, my own analysis will not be presented until the
subsequent section, where I argue that both Dasgupta’s set-up and his analysis of the scenarios
are mistaken.
45It is not clear though that either this reinterpretation of the gravitational law, or L2, really are laws.
They are not in the form of differential equations, and thereby not suitable for solving initial value problems.
Moreover, it can be shown that highly deviant evolutions satisfy these two ‘laws’ [22, §4.4.1]; solutions that we
would expect not to be physically allowed by Newtonian Gravity. Machian comparativism overcomes both these
problems [35] [22, §4.2.3].
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7.1 Intra-world Leibniz Scaling
Consider a Newtonian world W with two spatially separated subsystems S and S* which differ
by a Leibniz Mass Scaling. As Dasgupta interprets this, S and S* are copies of each other
insofar as the interparticle distances and the velocities of and forces on each particle in S are
the same as their counterpart in S*, but all the masses of the particles in S* are, say, twice that
of their counterparts in S. An example is shown at the top of Figure 1. Applying L1 to each of
the subsystems separately and then comparing the results tells us that the particles in S* will
accelerate at half the rate of their counterparts in S.
To the comparativist about mass this scenario looks different. Not only are the force ratios
and distance ratios in S identical to their respective counterparts in S*, but also the mass
relations. This is depicted in subfigure (b) of Figure 1. Can the comparativist account for the
differences in accelerations? Applying L2 to each subsystem separately seems to fail to provide
those different accelerations since everything that is governed by L2 (i.e. force relations, mass
relations and acceleration relations) is identical between both systems.
One may respond that it is no problem that the acceleration relations within S* are the
same as their counterpart relations in S. In fact, the absolutist picture tells us they should
be: the absolute46 acceleration of each particle in S* is half that of the acceleration of its
counterpart in S, which leaves all the intra-system acceleration relations invariant. However,
the issue was never that the intra-system relations cannot be accounted for, but the inter-system
acceleration relations. In other words, the comparativist is not required to account for different
accelerations nor acceleration relations within each system, but a difference in accelerations
between both systems, or so Dasgupta claims.
This may seem to indicate that absolute masses are not redundant: they are necessary to
account for the empirical data, in this case inter-system acceleration relations. However, the
analysis above makes the mistake of only applying L2 to each subsystem separately. We are
tempted to do so since in the absolutist framework all the relevant information is stored locally
within the subsystem, namely on each particle. Hence, applying the relevant law (i.e. L1) to each
subsystem separately gives us all the relevant absolute magnitudes (i.e. accelerations) for each
separate subsystem, and a fortiori all the relevant magnitude ratios between the two systems.
In the comparativist framework not all the information is stored locally: the magnitude ratios
between particles in S and the magnitude ratios between particles in S* do not merely fail to
determine the inter-system relations, they do not constrain them at all. Only when we take into
account the inter-system mass relations do we have all the relevant information. Subfigure (c) in
Figure 1 depicts the inter-system relations corresponding to the absolutist scenario in subfigure
(a). Once we take into account that the inter-system mass relations are such that each particle in
S* is twice as massive as its counterpart in S, that is by applying L2 to the whole world, we have
no problem recovering the inter-system acceleration relations. And that is all the comparativist
about mass needs to explain, or so Dasgupta claims; no further absolute accelerations (or
anything else) are to be accounted for. Getting the acceleration ratios right implies that absolute
masses are undetectable. It is not directly clear why it would be true though that no further
absolute accelerations (or anything else) are to be accounted for. Comparativism about mass
does not by itself imply comparativism about accelerations. Presumably Dasgupta is implicitly
invoking kinematic comparativism about accelerations. Since absolute accelerations cannot be
expressed directly, but only via comparisons, acceleration ratios are the only empirical data
46As opposed to the comparative acceleration, rather than the relative acceleration.
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Figure 1: Example of an intra-world Leibniz scaling scenario. An arrow with for instance the
label ‘×2’ represents the following mass ratio: the object at which the arrow points is twice as
massive as the object at which the arrow starts. The force on each particle in system S is, ex
hypothesi, identical to the force on its counterpart in S*; they are omitted from this picture.
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that is to be accounted for.
7.2 Inter-world Leibniz Scaling
In the second scenario, the two systems under consideration are not part of the same world W,
but are each complete and distinct possible worlds: S ≡ W, S* ≡ W*. They are related via
an inter-world Leibniz Mass Scaling. In Dasgupta’s words, the objection asks us to consider
a possible world W* in which all absolute masses are uniformly doubled compared to the first
world W, whilst the forces, distances and velocities remain the same. Subfigure (a) of Figure 2
is an attempt to depict this scenario, but it is important to realise that certain difficulties
arise when representing such a scenario due to the one-to-many relation between magnitudes
and the quantities used to represent those magnitudes. The particle that is labelled ‘1kg’
in W has a counterpart labelled ‘2kg’ in W*. This is to represent that the mass magnitude
of the counterpart in W* is doubled compared to the original particle in W. However, ‘kg’
usually obtains its meaning—within a world!—by choosing one privileged particle—within that
world—that is represented by the quantity 1, or 1kg. The masses of the other particles are then
represented comparatively, by expressing them in multitudes of this conventional kg. In the
actual world that privileged object is a platinum alloy cube in Paris. The 1kg particle W is the
analogue of the cube in Paris. In W* the magnitude of the counterpart of the ‘cube in Paris’
is doubled compared to the original. However, if ‘kg’ is supposed to label the standard mass
in Paris, then the counterpart in W* should, by definition, also be labelled ‘1kg’, even though
it would refer to a magnitude twice as large as the magnitude refered to by ‘1kg’ in W. This
would of course completely hide exactly what the figure is supposed to convey. Hence, usage of
‘x kg’ in W* is to be understood as representing the magnitude that would be represented by
that label in W.
Once again, we consider whether Dasgupta’s comparativism gets the empirical data right, in
accordance with the first premise of Dasgupta’s razor. As Dasgupta interprets the explanandum
raised by this objection: in W* the masses are uniformly doubled compared to W, so the
accelerations should be uniformly halved. At this point one might worry (or rejoice) that this
scenario indeed seems to be a much stronger threat to the empirical adequacy than the first.
There the explanandum was explained by an inter-system application of L2, that is via inter-
system mass relations. Here the systems are worlds, rendering the analogue of the explanans
fundamental inter-world mass relations, something Dasgupta is reluctant to commit to [3, p.115].
There is no arrow in Figure 2 that would serve as the analogue to the inter-system arrow that
appears in subfigure (c) of Figure 1. The other side of this coin is however that there is in
fact also no inter-world explanandum (in Dasgupta’s sense). There are no fundamental inter-
world acceleration relations, nor are there any emergent or epistemically accessible inter-world
relations that need to be explained. We have no means of magically travelling to other possible
worlds with our rod and clock to see how the accelerations there relate to our actual world.
Applying L2 to the mass relations in W gives the correct acceleration relations in W; applying
L2 to the mass relations in W* gives the correct accelerations in W* (namely the same as in
W). And this is all that needs explaining. Or so it seems when the explanandum is explicated
in the way Dasgupta does.
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Figure 2: Example of an inter-world Leibniz scaling scenario. Subfigure (a) represents the
scenario in absolutist terms. For the usuage of the label ‘kg’ in W*, see the comments in the
text. Subfigure (b) represents the information about mass available to the comparativist about
mass.
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8 Response to Dasgupta
The previous scenarios purported to show, supposedly unsuccessfully, that two versions of Leib-
niz Scalings both lead to detectable differences, which according to Dasgupta is to be equated
with the detectability of absolute masses, which in turn is to be equated with the empirical
inadequacy of comparativism. In the intra-world scenario Dasgupta explicates this explanan-
dum of ‘getting the empirical data right’ as explaining the acceleration relations, specifically
the inter-system accelerations relations. In this scenario he applies L2 to both systems as a
whole—in particular the inter-system mass ratios—to explain this explanandum; in the inter-
world scenario there is in fact no such explanandum. It seems that Dasgupta’s comparativist
can account for all the relevant empirical data, which supposedly renders the absolute masses
undetectable.
It is in formulating the explananda that the first of two crucial flaws appears in Dasgupta’s
analysis of and response to both scenarios. Observables in Newtonian Gravity are the trajecto-
ries of particles and the relations between them. Those follow, in the case of absolutism, from
initial conditions plus the laws of the theory (i.e. L1 plus the gravitational law). All Dasgupta
has done is check whether (his interpretation of) the ‘law’ (L2) obtains in all scenarios. L2
governs mass relations, force relations and acceleration relations. (We will get to the forces in
a second.) It is indeed the case that the acceleration relations in each system, and between
each system, are correctly predicted by L2 for each scenario. Checking only whether the correct
acceleration relations obtain in no way ensures that uniform mass doubling does not change the
particle trajectories and the relations between those trajectories. These might depend on more
than merely acceleration relations, and as I will show below they in fact do. If L2 (presumably
together with the comparativist version of the gravitational law), fails to provide those trajec-
tories, we should question whether they even deserve to be called laws (see fn.45), or are merely
regularity statements that happen to be true of both scenarios.
The second flaw sneaks in right at the beginning, when the scenarios are described. We are
asked to imagine that only the masses are doubled, and that everything else remains the same,
in particular the forces. The ceteris paribus clause in the Leibniz Mass Scaling is misinterpreted
to include forces47. In other words, the force magnitude (or magnitude relation) mentioned in
Newton’s Second Law is viewed as an independent variable, whereas in fact it represents a
‘slot’ which needs to be filled by another specific force law. Forces do not ‘float free’, but
have sources, and in Newtonian Gravity the source of the only force available is mass, exactly
the thing that we are asked to vary in these scenarios. Dasgupta does acknowledge that he is
ignoring this issue (footnotes 27 and 30), but it is wholly unclear why this would be justified.
Indeed, on reflection it might strike one as rather strange that the gravitational force has not
been mentioned a single time in our lengthy discussion of the detectability of mass. Of course
we could introduce, for instance, electromagnetic forces, which would indeed remain invariant
under uniform mass doubling. However, this does not mean that the gravitational force suddenly
disappears. Although for some choices of parameters the gravitational force becomes negligible
and the forces involved seem independent of mass for all practical purposes, this would not hold
anymore once we start scaling the masses uniformly by large scalars. Moreover, including an
electromagnetic force means extending Newtonian Gravity, whereas here we are concerned with
standard NG. (Admittedly, Dasgupta seems to be interested in Newtonian Mechanics more
broadly, but 1) no realistic approximation of the actual world could leave out the gravitational
47I believe Baker’s Friction World and Shell World arguments to suffer from the same mistake [21,58].
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force48, and 2) considering Newtonian Mechanics more broadly does not mean considering only
Newton’s three laws. Newton’s three laws are by themselves not a theory: the F-slot needs to
be filled by something in order for it to be a well-defined theory. Forces require a source.49).
Not only does Dasgupta analyse the objections incorrectly by explicating the explanandum
incorrectly, but the scenarios he proposes are inconsistent in the first place—he misinterprets
the ceteris paribus clause in the Leibniz Scaling transformation. In the following section I will
first provide the correct analysis within the inconsistent scenario. Even then the absolute masses
turn out to be empirically meaningful (a corollary of which is that they would be empirically
meaningful as well in an ‘NG plus dominant electromagnetic force’ theory). Perhaps two wrongs
make a right: perhaps the dependence of the force on the mass can compensate for the empirical
difference arising directly from the mass doubling. In the subsequent section I give the full-
fledged analysis including gravitation. Only a force law that is ∝ m1 would right the wrong; with
a gravitational force law that varies as ∝ m2, a uniform mass doubling, properly interpreted,
leads once again to a detectable difference.
8.1 Detectability: Dependence of Trajectories on Absolute Masses
In this section I show an example of a set of trajectories of massive particles that is detectably
different when we uniformly vary the masses of those particles (while keeping the forces con-
stant). (And if the two systems under consideration are two distinct possible worlds, there are
no inter-system mass ratios that could be used in any way as an explanans.)
Trajectories are collections of spatial points labelled with a time parameter. As such, a
substantivalist framework might seem best to formulate the following example. However, 1) I
want the example to convince relationalists as well, and 2) there being substantival space and
time does not by itself give us epistemic access to length and duration. We could use some
extra particles to serve as a rod and a clock. Imagine a world with two force-free particles,
subfigure (a) of Figure 3. Without loss of generality I will assume that, within a substantival
framework, they are both at rest. The distance between these two particles, ‘the rod’, serves
as the standard for the length unit d. This allows us to introduce a third force-free particle
which, in substantival terms, is moving away from the rod with a non-zero constant velocity
(subfigure (c)), and thereby serves as a clock. The unit of time t is defined as the time it takes
the third particle to move a distance d. We now add a fourth particle, to which a force is
applied (subfigure (d)). Applying L150 gives us its trajectory. If the masses would be uniformly
doubled whilst keeping the distances, velocities and forces the same (subfigure (e))—that is,
we are considering a specific instance of the inter-world Leibniz Mass scaling scenario—L2
would not recognise the difference; the force relations and mass relations do not change, and
therefore neither do the acceleration relations. However, the absolute acceleration—as opposed
to comparative rather than relative acceleration—does change. Given that the initial velocities
of the particles do not change, the trajectories of the first three particles do not change since
they are force-free, but the trajectory of the fourth particle changes due to its change in absolute
acceleration. Using our rod and clocks as standards for length and time, we measure a difference
in (relative) trajectories that even the comparativist must acknowledge. Absolute masses are
empirically meaningful!
48Unless it is being reduced to, say, the curvature of spacetime, of course.
49I believe that both these problems also (fatally) plague Baker’s Friction World argument [21,58].
50Technically L2 could not even be applied here, since there are no non-zero force relations. This could be
remedied by introducing another particle with a force acting on it.
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v=0
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(a) The rod
d
(b) The rod
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v 6= 0
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(c) The clock
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t
F 6= 0
(d) Accelerating particle
d
(e) Uniform mass doubling
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(f) Uniform mass quadrupling
Figure 3: Example of particle trajectories detectably changing under uniform mass doubling.
The red dots are massive particles; the blue lines their world lines. The two force-free particles
in (a) and (b) serve as a rod; with this standard for length a third force-free particle, (c), can
be used to function as a clock.
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Dasgupta’s analysis only works in situations with for instance two particles starting at
the same location whilst being at rest. In that case s1s2 ∝ a1a2 ∝ m1m2 , where s is the distance
traversed. Transformations that leave the mass relations invariant are then not detectable. In
general however we need to take into account the initial locations and velocity:
s1
s2
=
x1 + v1t +
1
2a1t
2
x2 + v2t +
1
2a2t
2
=
x1 + v1t +
1
2
F1
m1
t2
x2 + v2t +
1
2
F2
m2
t2
6∝ m1
m2
(1)
Mass only appears in front of one term in each of the numerator and denominator; a Leibniz
Scaling will not leave the relative trajectories invariant.
I introduced a rod and clock to be able to operationally differentiate the different scenarios
resulting from a Leibniz Scaling. If we had a universe with only, say, the third and the fourth
particle, epistemologically speaking the bets would be off. In such a universe any coordinate
system could be chosen that has the same ordering of coordinates as the (imagined) substantival
coordinate system—that is any coordinate system in which the particles do not intersect. We
might for instance choose a coordinate system in which both trajectories are rectilinear [59].
However, if we would uniformly quadruple the masses in our previous example (subfigure (f)),
two of the trajectories coincide at some point in time. Multiplying the masses even further would
result in the trajectory of the fourth particle intersecting the trajectory of the third to ‘reach
its other side’, followed by a later intersection to ‘return to its own side’. Such intersections of
trajectories are recognisable for both the absolutist and comparativist, without even the need
for rods and clocks. Coincidence or no coincidence is the crucial empirical difference. This
topological criterion51 is an empirical feature that both the absolutist and the comparativist
can agree on without having to invoke rods and clocks. This is fortunate since we will not be
able to construct rods and clocks from force-free particles once we take gravitation into account,
as every massive particle will feel a force from the other massive particles.
8.2 Adding Gravitation: the Comparativist’s Bucket
Let us finally use the full power of Newtonian Gravity by adding gravitation. We will con-
sider yet another, even simpler instance of the inter-world Leibniz Mass Scaling scenario—a
simplification of Baker’s Earth-Pandora scenario [21]—so that there are no inter-system mass
ratios available anyway that could potentially be used as a comparativist explanans. Consider a
world, governed by the laws of Newtonian Gravity, with two equally massive particles a distance
r apart, each initially moving away from the other with velocity v (such that there is zero angu-
lar momentum). What will happen? Whereas this description corresponds to a unique choice
of initial variables and parameters for the comparativist, the absolutist will demand that more
information is needed: this description is compatible with continuum infinitely many absolute
masses (i.e. absolutist worlds differing by a Leibniz Mass Scaling). And, she claims, this choice
is important, because it determines whether the gravitational force provides enough of a ‘brake
on the velocity’ to make the two particles end up coinciding. Using L1 and Newton’s law of
gravitation we can calculate the escape velocity:
ve,1 =
√
2Gm2
r
. (2)
51See also Schlick’s ‘method of coincidences’ [60–63].
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If the initial velocity is larger than the escape velocity the particles will escape, otherwise they
will coincide. It is crucial to notice that the escape velocity depends only on the absolute
mass of each of the particles, not the mass ratio between the two particles! Hence, if the
absolute masses of the particles in our scenario are such that the particles barely escape each
other, they will ‘collide’ (i.e. coincide) in another world which differs only by uniform mass
doubling (properly interpreted). The comparativist cannot distinguish these two worlds as
far as the initial conditions are concerned, as these—the mass relations, distance relations,
velocity relations and the force relations (and therefore also the acceleration relations that
follow dynamically from these initial conditions, which are the only things Dasgupta cared
about)—are identical. In the comparativist framework this scenario is indeterministic: the
initial comparativistic conditions do not predict whether the particle trajectories will intersect
or not, an observable difference that even the comparativist recognises. The absolutist has no
problem predicting what happens. That we do not have a clock or rod available is no problem,
since in one world the particles will never collide, even if one waits infinitely long, while in
the other world the particles will collide within finite time. Absolute masses are empirically
meaningful!52
Newton’s bucket similarly shows that the relationalist initial conditions, in particular rel-
ative accelerations, are insufficient for an empirically deterministic evolution of the system.
Absolute53 (rotational) accelerations are empirically meaningful. By analogy54, we will call
this specific two-particle instance of the inter-world Leibniz Mass Scaling the comparativist’s
bucket—although it is important to realise that the same issue arises for any other pair of
worlds with any number of particles55; it is just that the two-particle scenario is the simplest
scenario for my purpose as it allows for analytic solutions. Absolute masses are empirically
meaningful. (In terms of the symmetry approach: a Leibniz Mass Scaling, interpreted as keep-
ing the distances and velocities the same, is not a symmetry of the theory.)
It is interesting to note that it is not the case that any dependence of the force on mass
would produce this problem for the comparativist. If the force would for instance be Fg′ =
G′m2
r2
or Fg′′ =
G′′m1
r2
, the escape velocities would be ve′,1 =
√
G′m2
rm1
and ve′′,1 =
√
G′′
r respectively.
These escape velocities are invariant under uniform mass scaling. These forces would thus cancel
out exactly the effect of the mass doubling on the trajectories discussed in the previous sec-
tion. This result is in sharp contrast with the naive argument considered in §4—that dynamic
comparativism is logically implied by kinematic comparativism—which would have proven com-
parativism true a priori. Such a result would both be very surprising, and at the same time
make the debate much less interesting. We have now seen that the empirical meaningfulness of
absolute masses is truly a non-trivial empirical (i.e. a posteriori) question, although that should
52In fact, if we place particle detectors infinitely far to the ‘left’ and ‘right’, we have in effect constructed the
absolute mass detector of which Dasgupta argued it could not exist [3, §8.3].
53As opposed to relational.
54 An even closer analogy, using particles rather than a bucket, would be Skow’s two-particle scenarios [64]
(discussed by Pooley [65]) or Barbour’s three-particle scenarios [49, Fig.13]. As all these scenarios are used to
make the same point, and Newton’s bucket is the most famous of the three, I have chosen to adopt the name
‘comparativist’s bucket’.
55However, in the general multi-dimensional, multi-particle case, presumably only a subset of the space of
solutions of measure zero will have colliding particles at all. Perhaps this is even a reason to believe that we can
and should ignore that subset. In the general scenario it will then be necessary to make our criterion of empirical
equivalence of worlds more strict by considering not only coincidence of trajectories but also angles (i.e. shapes)
or ratios of distance over time. The absolutist and comparativist should still be able to agree on this criterion.
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not be too much of a surprise.
8.3 Baker’s Response
Although the comparativist’s bucket experiment derives from Baker, he himself does not con-
clude from it that masses are empirically meaningful. Using the fact that a = GM
r2
, he rewrites
the escape velocity inequality (Equation 2) as v > ve,1 =
√
2ar. He then concludes that, since
no mass appears in this equation, a Leibniz Mass Scaling does not change the trajectories of the
particles. The mistake made is that a is interpreted as an independent variable, which is not
the case for the standard ideology of NG in terms of distance, velocity and some notion of mass
(i.e. absolute or comparative). Finding a new symbol and substituting this into an equation
does of course not mean that we should forget what this symbol meant, and in particular that
it depends on m. Baker’s formulation of the escape velocity only serves to disguise the crucial
dependence on mass, not to prove it is not there: v >
√
2ra(m).
(One might be tempted to respond by changing the standard ideology by promoting accel-
eration to a fundamental concept, but in order to do so one has to demote another variable,
on pain of overdetermining the dynamics, which may lead to inconsistencies. Here we might
anticipate that it is possibly the concept of mass that gets thrown overboard altogether, which
may not be in the best interest of the comparativist. We will return to this below.)
Although it is unclear why one would do so at this point in the dialectic, Baker then
turns to an analysis of the higher-order spatiotemporal notions, velocity and acceleration. Do
instantaneous velocities and accelerations (at the initial time) make sense? An object’s velocity
at time t is ordinarily defined as a derivative, that is as a limit:
v(t) =
dr
dt
(t) = lim
∆t→0
r(t + ∆t)− r(t)
∆t
=
r(t + dt)− r(t)
dt
. (3)
On this view, sometimes called the “at-at” theory56, only the mass and distances remain as
independent variables; the velocity, rather than being instantaneous, is defined reductively via
the change in the distance across an infinitesimal period of time. Acceleration can be reduced
analogously. We can now again rewrite the escape velocity inequality:(
dr
dt
)2
> 2r
d2r
dt2
. (4)
Baker concludes from this equation that not only a Leibniz Mass Scaling does not change
whether the inequality is satisfied, but neither does a Leibniz Length Scaling: multiplying r by
a constant c multiplies each side of the equation by c2.57
Of course the length dimensions on each side of any physically well-defined (in)equality
are the same. But from this basic fact about dimensional analysis nothing follows for the
physically non-trivial issue of whether dynamic comparativism holds. I have illustrated this
elsewhere for the case of mass and Newton’s constant—even though the units of Newton’s
56This idea originates with Aristotle and was developed in the Middle Ages [66–68]. In more modern times it
is associated, amongst others, with Russell [25].
57It may be suggested that scaling t could still change whether the inequality is satisfied, but it is not clear, on
the at-at theory, that t remains as an independent variable alongside distances, once one has reductively defined
velocity and acceleration in terms of distances. As Baker puts it: “[w]hether the inequality holds or not is a
scale-independent fact about t ’s neighborhood” [21, p.20].
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constants have a (non-zero) mass dimension, it does not follow that a Leibniz Mass Scaling
implies a simultaneous scaling of Newton’s constant [35]. Here I discuss two ways of seeing
what is problematic specifically about Baker’s analysis of Inequality 4. More importantly, we
will ultimately see, as anticipated, that his analysis, even if it would have been correct, does
not bear upon the issue of comparativism about mass in the first place.
If not length, then there are no independent variables left in Inequality 4 which might
influence whether it is satisfied or not. Thus, on Baker’s analysis, if the particles escape (collide)
in one possible world and hence satisfy (violate) the escape inequality, then the inequality will
hold in all58 (none of the) dynamically possible worlds: in no dynamically possible worlds do
the two particles collide (escape). To the extent that we believe that such collision (escape) is
empirically possible, Baker’s view fails to recover all physically possible worlds of Newtonian
Gravity.
What seems to be the case is that Baker, in effect, has assumed an alternative ideology,
i.e. an alternative set of initial conditions, consisting only of interparticle distances, rij , in a
sense that suggests that there is only one independent dimensionful variable. If this were true,
it would not be surprising that all possible worlds have the same evolution: in order to obtain
more than one evolution, we need at least two dimensionful magnitudes that can be compared
to each other. What has gone wrong in the analysis of Inequality 4 becomes clear when we
return to the reductive definitions of velocity (Equation 3) and of acceleration:
a(t) =
r(t + 2dt)− 2r(t + dt) + r(t)
dt2
. (5)
We see that the notion of a ‘Leibniz Length Scaling’ is ill-defined. Which r? r(t), or r(t + dt)
or r(t+ 2dt)? Indeed, if all three are simultaneously (and uniformly) scaled by the same factor,
Baker’s analysis goes through, but this means that a change in distance is coupled to a change
in velocity and in acceleration, and these are supposed to be independent, even on the “at-at”
theory. It is unclear why a change in one must be accompanied by a change in the other. A
Leibniz Length Scaling of only r(t) but not r(t+dt) and r(t+2dt) (or equivalently v and a) does
not leave Inequality 4 invariant. Baker’s implicit ideology cannot just be a single distance (per
pair of particles), rij , but must be several independent distances: {r(t)ij , r(t+dt)ij , r(t+2dt)ij}.
Or, equivalently but more perspicuously: instead of a fundamental ideology including mass—
whether absolute or comparative—he seems to suggest an alternative ideology of distances,
velocities and accelerations: {rij , vij , aij}.
But then we see, as anticipated, that this approach is a reductionist approach: it attempts
to reduce mass to spatiotemporal notions. Whether this alternative ideology still reproduces
all the physically possible worlds that we normally associate with Newtonian Gravity is an
interesting question in itself—I argue elsewhere that the answer is ‘no’ [34]59. Regardless,
this reductionist approach throws out the massive baby with the bathwater—it throws away
fundamental absolute masses not in exchange for fundamental mass ratios but fundamental
58Strictly speaking this is only true for possible worlds with only two particles, call these the scarce worlds. If
there are more particles, for simplicity say several (approximately) isolated two-particle systems, these systems
might stand in the correct mass relation to the alpha-two-particle system that is the counterpart of the system in
the scarce worlds to allow for a different evolution. The question then remains however how to determine which
of the two-particle systems is the alfa-system. These issues are discussed elsewhere [35].
59A Machian rather than this Laplacian [34] form of reducing mass to acceleration is discussed elsewhere [6]
under the name of ‘regularity eliminativism’, but leads to a form of weak absolutism, rather than a defence of
comparativism.
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non-mass magnitudes. This form of reductionism would rule out both strong absolutism and
comparativism, but prima facie be compatible with either weak absolutism or comparativism.
It goes no way towards defending weak comparativism over weak absolutism. In fact, the
comparativist’s bucket suggests that it should be supplemented with weak absolutism. The
mass ratios are grounded in absolute masses which in turn are grounded in spatiotemporal
(i.e. non-mass) magnitudes.
9 Evaluating the Undetectability Approach
Now we have realised that the real explanandum is the (relative) particle trajectories (pace
Barbour [49]) and not the acceleration ratios, and that those trajectories detectably differ
depending on the absolute masses, it seems that we should conclude from the discussion so
far that the undetectability approach to the argument for comparativism actually backfires
and proves absolutism correct instead. Although this conclusion indeed holds up, for the same
reasons, on the possibility counting approach—as shown elsewhere [22, 35]—we will now make
a U-turn, arguing that the undetectability approach is a bad way of explicating the issue of the
empirical adequacy of comparativism in the first place.
There are three reasons why the empirical meaningfulness/ meaninglessness of absolute
masses comes apart from their (un)detectability and from the empirical (in)adequacy of com-
parativism. Firstly, the empirical meaninglessness of absolute masses comes apart from the
empirical adequacy of comparativism once we realise that the discussion so far has confused
fundamentality and reality. This is not uncommon in the analogous debate about space:
relationalism is sometimes portrayed as denying the reality of spacetime60, which is false for
most relationalists (except perhaps Leibniz himself). The issue at the heart of that debate is
whether the spatiotemporal relations between material objects are fundamental, or grounded
in the spatiotemporal relations between the spacetime points they occupy. In the former case,
spacetime is still a real feature that emerges61 from the network of fundamental spatiotemporal
relations between matter. Similarly, the comparativist does strictly speaking not deny what we
may call realism about absolute masses62:
Realism about Absolute Masses: Absolute masses are empirically meaningful.
Comparativists only deny that absolute masses are more fundamental than mass ratios. Not
being fundamental does not imply not being real. A chair is not fundamental, but it is real. An
absolutist does not deny the reality of mass ratios, but merely their fundamentality. Similarly,
absolute masses could in principle be grounded in mass ratios (and perhaps other non-mass
properties). This is admittedly a counter-intuitive position, at least prima facie, and anti-
realism about absolute masses is certainly very much in the spirit of comparativism which is
60One may, for instance, have expected this mistake from the title of Pooley’s forthcoming book on the
substantivalism–relationalism debate, The Reality of Spacetime, although this does not in fact occur in the
book [65].
61For instance, but not necessarily, as a ‘real pattern’, a phrase coined by Dennett [69].
62In fact, Dasgupta seems to have some sympathy with realism about absolute masses, insofar as he finds
it important that comparativism must be able to explain what he calls the kilogram facts (e.g. the fact that
my laptop is 2 kgs), which seem closely related to absolute masses. He even develops a novel, plural notion
of grounding [3, 46] in order to be able to explain these facts. It is not directly clear to me how he takes this
sympathy with realism about absolute masses to be compatible with denying the detectability of absolute masses.
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probably the reason why to my knowledge nobody else so far has adopted such a realist compar-
ativist position. Nevertheless, if one agrees with my argument for the empirical meaningfulness
of mass in §8.2, absolute masses are clearly real. This is by itself an important result, even if
it does not immediately prove absolutism. In fact, many may find the issue of the realism of
absolute masses more interesting than the actual absolutism–comparativism debate as it has
been defined in this paper. They may even want to go as far as to redefine absolutism (com-
parativism) as realism (anti-realism) about absolute masses.63 This is however mere semantics,
so I have chosen to stick to the standard definitions as they occur in most of the literature
on this topic. In light of this argument for realism about absolute masses (i.e. the compar-
ativist’s bucket), an obvious loophole64 the comparativist might want to exploit is to remain
insistent on the non-fundamentality of absolute masses—the letter of comparativism—whilst
at the same time accepting their reality—giving up the spirit of comparativism. This option is
discussed under the name ‘regularity comparativism’ elsewhere [6]. Comparativism thus clearly
is consistent with absolute masses being empirically meaningful.
The other two reasons are two sides of the same coin. They relate to equating the empirical
meaningfulness/meaninglessness of absolute masses with their (un)detectability. In Section 8
we showed that absolute masses are empirically meaningful, because they are correlated with
trajectories in an observable way. In other words, they are empirical-difference-makers. Does
that mean we have detected/determined/gained knowledge of which absolute mass this object
has [imagine me pointing at any of the objects in an instance of the scenarios described in the
previous sections]? Can you express to me what the absolute mass—the quiddity—is of this
object?65 No. Conversely, if absolute masses had not been empirically meaningful, what would
it have been exactly that we would have failed to detect?
Consider again sending objects to aliens; this time two 4kg gloves. When we ask after their
mass ratio and shape, the aliens have no problem determining and then reporting those to us:
1 and 5 (fingers), respectively. But when we ask what the absolute mass is, they can only
determine that the existence of the absolute masses (whichever specific absolute masses they
are) of the tiles that ground their mass ratios influences the trajectories of those tiles. They
cannot express the specific absolute masses (more) directly, that is they cannot expres them
beyond that—i.e. beyond the indirect statements ‘this is the mass that corresponds to this/
that trajectory’ or ‘this mass is the same as/ different from that mass’—in contrast to the way
in which they can (more) directly state the number of corners. Conversely, if those absolute
masses had not made a difference to the trajectories, there was no well-defined question we
could ask the alien (about absolute masses) that they would not have the answer to. Asking
them what the absolute mass is was not a well-defined question, since it is not clear what could
ever count as an answer (other than, eg. ‘the same absolute mass as that other object’ or ‘the
mass that corresponds to that trajectory’). We could only ask them if the mass of the tiles is
twice as large as it actually is, to which the trivial answer is no, or how the masses compare to
those of other objects.
63Arguably, Roberts’ rough definition of comparativism could be interpreted as such: “A comparativist about
a quantity-type – about mass, for instance – says that what has significance is relations among the values of
quantities of that type, rather than values of particular quantities of that type” (italics in original) [4, p.3] (see
also his fn.3).
64If one had chosen to redefine absolutism (comparativism) as realism (anti-realism) about absolute masses,
this loophole would not be an option. Regularity comparativism would be off the table, ab initio.
65Since comparativist mass ratios are generally also quidditistic (§3)—Machian comparativism being the ex-
ception [35]—a similar problem seems to occur for comparativist mass ratios.
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A parallel to this conundrum is generated by the (supposed) undetectability of absolute
positions in NG [55,70,71]. Maudlin contrasts the inexpressibility of our supposed ignorance of
absolute positions (which is therefore no true ignorance, since there is no epistemic vice that an
Occamist norm (Pocc−det) can latch onto) with the expressibility of our actual ignorance about
(the direction of) absolute velocities.
The essential difference between the static and kinematic cases lies in the semantical
role that indexicals or demonstratives play for terms denoting places as opposed
to the roles they play in terms denoting velocities. Since all absolute places are
qualitatively identical, the only way we can possibly refer to them is either by
direct ostension or by using a definite description which makes reference to some
material object [i.e. kinematic relationalism]... We can then formulate meaningful
counterfactuals about worlds where everything would be displaced from its actual
location, but we can also be assured that they are counterfactuals, that they do not
describe the world as it is. ...
We can ... sensibly ask about the Earth’s absolute velocity without having, even in
principle, a means to determine what it is. But we can only sensibly ask about the
position of the Earth by asking for its position relative to some determinate set of
coordinates [i.e. kinematic relationalism], and the linguistic wherewithal needed to
establish the coordinates also provides us the means of answering the question. In
sum, the only way that the static shift can be formulated is something like, “what if
God had created the material universe oppositely oriented to the way it is oriented
now?”, and this is clearly a counterfactual situation. But we can ask “what if God
created the material universe at absolute rest?”, not knowing whether we describe
a counterfactual situation or not. [55, p.190-1, italics in original]
In our case, if absolute masses had turned out to be empirically meaningless, I could not
detect/determine and get to know how (absolutely) massive a specific object was, but I could
not express that ignorance by stating which specific absolute mass I do not know the object
has. For example, ‘I cannot know whether the absolute mass is twice the actual mass’ is clearly
false, as is ‘I cannot know, in principle, whether the absolute mass is the same as the absolute
mass of that other object’. This failure of expressibility should not surprise us66: this is the
content of kinematic comparativism, this is what it means, by definition, to be a dimensionful
magnitude—in fact, as Table 1 shows, typical examples of expressible ignorance and knowledge
are all dimensionless notions, and typical examples of inexpressible ignorance and knowledge
are all dimensionful notions. This is why the Leibniz Scaling is (necessarily) formulated ‘com-
paratively’, as a multiplication mapping from the absolute masses in one possible world to the
absolute masses in another possible world. It is true that the Kinematic Shift is standardly
formulated in the same way, by adding velocities to the absolute velocities in one world to ob-
tain the velocities in a different world, but, as Maudlin points out in the quote, in principle the
Kinematic Shift Argument could have been reformulated to ‘absolutely’ or ‘intrinsically’ pick
out the world that is at absolute rest, without ‘comparing’ it to other possible worlds. There is
no such reformulation of the Leibniz Scaling.
In the case of absolute masses in fact being empirically meaningful, as I have argued for,
we face the problem that we cannot express that knowledge by non-trivially expressing which
66In fact, absolute masses are underdetermined in a sense that goes beyond even their inexpressibility [22, §2.7].
(Moreover, since comparativist mass ratios are generally also quidditistic—Machian comparativism being the
exception [35]—this further underdetermination seems to apply to comparativist mass ratios as well.)
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inexpressible expressible
ignorance  absolute position  direction of absolute velocity
 absolute & relative speed  being at absolute rest or not
(against Maudlin [55])
 absolute mass, if it would have
been empirically meaningless
knowledge  absolute mass  number of corners
 absolute position, if the force law  mass ratios
had depended on position
 absolute rotation
Table 1: Examples of expressible and inexpressible knowledge and ignorance.
absolute mass this object has. We can state that it has or does not have the same mass as
another object, and we can state that we know that it does not have twice the absolute mass
that it actually has, but that is as good as it gets.
This latter case is similar to a Newtonian possible world with a force law that does depend
on position. Since this is not true in standard NG, substantivalists often turn to a sophisticated
version, which denies primitive identities of spacetime points, but if the force law(s) had in
fact depended on position these primitive identities would have been needed for the force(s) to
latch onto. Similarly, since absolute masses are empirically meaningful, the magnitudes require
non-qualitative identities to which the forces latch on (i.e. these identities are required for the
forces to be well-defined/ referring, in the sense of uniquely matching up instances of initial
conditions, including masses, with, say, accelerations).
In summary, to require expressible knowledge of absolute masses as criterion for their de-
tectability, or expressible ignorance as criterion for their undetectability, would be incorrect.
This would make absolutism in some sense a priori false, which would be strange since de-
tectability it supposed to be something that is to be determined a posteriori. This is basically
the naive argument in another guise (§4). Similarly, comparativism is in some sense also a
priori false, since there is nothing that one could ever have been ignorant of in the first place.
The obvious response, on behalf of the undetectability approach, is that we were never inter-
ested in this narrow sense of (un)detectability (“detecting-which”), which requires one to be
able to express the specific absolute masses that we are either ignorant of or have knowledge
of. The notion of detectability is supposed to line up with the empirical meaningfulness of
absolute masses, not to be divorced from it. That changing the absolute masses results in a
detectable difference is sufficient for the masses to be detectable (“detecting-that”), even if we
cannot detect which specific mass obtains. Similarly, if we know that absolute masses make no
detectable difference, then it does not matter that we cannot further specify which absolute
mass it is of which we do not know that it obtains. I completely agree. But once we accept this
broader notion of detectability, that uniformly changing the masses leads to a detectable differ-
ence, that is a detectably different possible world, the undetectability approach has collapsed
onto the possibility checking approach—it is not merely equivalent but literally becomes the
same approach. Detectability is now an explicitly modal notion, distinct from the non-modal
manner in which we detected the number of fingers of a glove. We are now in the business
of comparing the detectable features of possible worlds that differ in their distribution of ab-
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solute masses (but not mass ratios).67 We are thus naturally pushed towards the possiblity
checking approach. This approach focuses merely on checking whether the correct empirically
distinct possible worlds are included, not on ‘labeling’ or ‘matching up’ those possible worlds
with expressible absolute masses.
10 Solving the Ozma Mass Problem
It is important to realise the implications of the previous discussion for the evaluation of different
variants of the Ozma Mass Problem. The Ozma Mass Problem concerns the question of whether
we can convey the meaning of, say, ‘1kg’ to the aliens (ideally in the same sense as we can convey
dimensionless determinates). So far we have equivocated between three interpretations of the
problem. 1) Can we express a quidditistic absolute mass (say the one that we have labelled
‘1kg’) to the aliens, in the same direct (i.e. kinematic) sense as we can convey dimensionless
determinates? 2) Can the aliens discover (i.e. detect) that absolute masses are empirically
relevant? 3) Can we ensure that the aliens pick out a specific object with an absolute mass that
is the same as the mass that we have labelled, say, ‘1kg’?
The content of kinematic comparativism boils down to a negative answer to the first ques-
tion. It initially seemed impossible to answer the last two questions affirmatively, for the same
reason—the only direct (i.e. non-dynamical) way for the aliens to express the mass of an ob-
ject is by comparing it to a standard reference mass in their capital. However, the original
Ozma Handedness Problem can be solved by asking the aliens to perform a certain experiment
(namely any decay that is governed by the weak interactions) to determine unequivocally what
(the orientation that we call) left is. We now realise that we have a similar experiment available
to provide a positive answer to the last two interpretations of the Ozma Mass Game.68 Ask the
aliens to set up two particles of equal mass according to the scenario above—the comparativist’s
bucket—and let them observe whether they escape or not. These experimental instructions suf-
fice to demonstrate to the aliens that absolute masses are empirically relevant (i.e. interpretaion
2)—they can “detect-that” (even if they cannot “detect-which”). The comparativist’s bucket
experiment allows the mass of these particles to be expressed in a ‘natural’ mass unit—that is
a dynamically privileged mass unit—which is such that 1 unit of mass would just about escape.
(Of course, kinematic comparativism tells us that this natural unit cannot be forced upon us.
The aliens are still free to use another unit. But what the existence of this dynamically privi-
leged natural unit does allow is an unambiguous way of communicating and comparing units.)
In this way, then, we can ensure (given a particular pair of rod and clock) that we can have the
aliens pick out a specific object that has the same quidditistic mass as our standard reference
object in Paris (interpretation 3)—even though they cannot “detect-which”.
This solution is however not as neat as the solution to the Ozma Handedness Problem.
For that experiment no other information (other than the type of particle), that is no initial
condition, is relevant. In the mass case the answer will depend on the initial distance and
initial velocity of the two particles in the experiment. In other words, the mass unit depends
on the length and time units.69 We have nevertheless made some progress. We have solved the
67§8.3 of Dasgupta’s 2013 paper [3] suggests that Dasgupta is sympathetic to this way of thinking. §8 of his
2015 paper [72] suggests otherwise.
68Of course we could just describe a specific elementary particle to them and use its mass as the unit of mass,
but here we consider NG only.
69See also Maxwell’s mass unit [73, vol.1, §5, 3–4].
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Simple Ozma Mass Problem, where we are allowed to send the aliens a rod and clock. In other
words, we have reduced the Ozma Mass Problem to the Ozma Length Problem and Ozma Time
Problem. The claim that we have defined a natural mass unit is thus to be interpreted as there
being a dynamically privileged unit for mass, but only relative to a particular pair of rod and
clock.
11 Conclusion, Outlook & Scope
This paper criticised Dasgupta’s comparativist formulation of Newtonian Gravity, as encap-
sulated in L2 (p.16). Dasgupta equates the main premise in the argument for (metaphysical)
comparativism about mass, the claim that comparativism is empirically adequate—dynamic
comparativism—to showing that absolute masses are undetectable. The first result of this pa-
per was to develop an argument by Baker to the contrary: absolute masses are in fact empirically
meaningful, that is detectable (in some weak sense). Dasgupta’s analysis of the undetectability,
that is the threat to comparativism by Leibniz Mass Scaling scenarios (p.12), contains two mis-
takes. He misinterprets the ceteris paribus clause in the Leibniz Scaling so as to include forces,
whereas the gravitational force of course depends on mass and thereby potentially changes
when the masses change uniformly. Additionally, he takes acceleration ratios to be the only
detectable data that need to be accounted for, whereas those facts underdetermine what is
really observable: (relative) trajectories. Once we correct these mistakes, inter-world Leibniz
Mass Scaling scenarios, that is the comparativist’s bucket experiment, indicate that absolute
masses are empirically meaningful—and thus detectable in at least a very weak sense—since
varying them uniformly generates detectably different (relative) trajectories.
The second result was as argument against equating the empirical adequacy of compara-
tivism, (a narrow definition of) the undetectability of absolute masses, and the empirical mean-
inglessness of absolute masses (i.e. anti-realism about absolute masses) in the first place. The
empirical meaninglessness of absolute masses comes apart from the empirical adequacy of com-
parativism, since comparativism is a claim only about the relative fundamentality of absolute
masses, and is thus in principle consistent with their reality. Moreover, if detectability requires
one to express which specific quidditistic mass has been detected, and undetectability requires
one to express which mass has been failed to detect, then neither absolutism nor comparativism
can be proven correct since kinematic comparativism precludes such “detecting-which”. If we
adopt a broader notion of detectability, that an inter-world Leibniz Mass Scaling—that is an
expressible difference in the sets of absolute masses between two possible worlds, even though
those masses are not expressible themselves—leads to empirically distinct (relative) trajecto-
ries, then detectability has explicitly become a modal notion and collapses into the possibility
checking approach. Thus, to the extent that the undetectability approach is distinct from the
possibility checking approach it is problematic. To the extent that it is (not merely equivalent
but literally) the same, let us simply develop the more perspicuous possibility checking approach
in detail, as is done elsewhere [22, Ch.3] [35].
These results are clearly problematic for comparativism, but do not yet rule conclusively in
favour of absolutism about mass in Newtonian Gravity. A few possible strategies remain open
to the comparativist. A first response is to choose an alternative70 to the standard ideology
that we have been assuming—distances, velocities and masses. The ceteris paribus clause in
70That is, yet another alternative besides the ideology proposed by Baker (i.e. distances, velocities and accel-
erations).
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the Leibniz Mass Scaling transformation is ambigious. When keeping the standard ideology the
same, a uniform change in masses indeed leads to an empirically distinct evolution. This may
not remain true though if one keeps other determinables the same. A simple example: if you
change the masses and keep the velocities the same this will change the momenta, but if you
instead keep the momenta constant then this will change the velocities. Perhaps it is possible
to find exactly the right ideology to ensure that a scaling of masses is compensated in exactly
the right way as to produce an empirically identical evolution [22, §4.2.2].
A second strategy to refute the empirical meaningfulness of absolute masses would be to
change not the ideology, but the laws of nature. Dasgupta’s attempt failed, but another attempt
called Machian Comparativism stands a better chance [35].
A third, more compromising approach, saves the letter of comparativism (i.e. mass ratios are
not grounded in absolute masses) but gives up its spirit (i.e. anti-realism about objective, non-
conventional absolute masses). An instance of this approach would be regularity comparativism,
which grounds the absolute masses in mass relations plus other non-conventional non-mass facts,
namely a complete four-dimensional mosaic of spatiotemporal relations [6].
A final, completely revisionary approach would be to design a comparativist theory from
scratch, which may correspond to a radically distinct set of physically possible worlds than
those allowed by standard Newtonian Gravity—as long as it of course does include a model
that could (approximately) represent the actual world (in the Newtonian regime) [22, §4.4].
One theme of this paper was that absolutism–comparativism debates are an empirical mat-
ter: one determinable in one theory might be absolute, and another determinable in perhaps
another theory might be comparative. The results of this paper against comparativism about
mass in Newtonian Gravity are thus not an argument against comparativism (about mass) per
se. But Newtonian Gravity—and with it most if not all of our current, best theories—is only
approximately true of our actual world, which strictly speaking means that it is false. If one
then understand this paper’s results according to what Williams calls the standard account of
theory interpretation, which holds that to give an interpretation of a physical theory is to an-
swer the counterfactual question “if this theory provided a true description of the [actual] world
in all respects, what would the world be like?” [74, p.1–2], then this paper has no ramifications
for the metaphysics of our actual world. It then merely seems an exercise in developing the
methodology relevant to deciding on matters of absolutism vs. comparativism and to chart the
potential pitfalls. That is, preparing our metaphysical toolkit for the moment when we have
found our final theory. Although I do in fact consider this a worthwhile goal, this paper also
goes beyond this goal, and has to do so. As repeatedly mentioned, a crucial bone of contention
in this debate is the empirical adequacy of comparativism about mass in NG. This issue and
thereby the whole debate is moot without having a well-defined data-set—which both sides
agree on—that the theory is trying to account for. And that data-set of course has to per-
tain to the actual world. I therefore intend the results of this paper to be understood within
William’s alternative to the standard framework of theory interpretation, according to which
interpreting a physical theory is to answer the question “given that this theory provides an
approximately true description of our world, what is our world approximately like?” [74, p.2].
The merely approximate truth of the theory of NG is cashed out by focusing only on a proper
subset of the empirical data that needs to be accounted for. This Newtonian subset ignores data
at small length scales (quantum effects), at speeds comparable to the speed of light (relativistic
effects), at small accelerations (MONDian effects), and in strong gravitational fields (generally
relativistic effects). That the actual world may only approximately, that is only emergently
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contain absolute Newtonian masses is acknowledged by acknowledging that Newtonian Gravity
is not a fundamental theory. To the extent that Newtonian masses then provide an approxi-
mate description of our actual world, e.g. at the level of planetary motion, the results of this
paper push back against this approximate description being in terms of mass ratios only, that
is without absolute masses.
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